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WELCOME 

Welcome to InPosition magazine. In this 5th edition, I am proudly sharing the latest state of the art 

technology advancements for our industry, and specifically how and where they are applied by 

many different users from across the globe.

Find out how advanced, precise positioning solutions can benefit your business, and automate the most 

complex tasks and processes. Special attention in this issue for the next generation of construction site 

solutions, where machinery and people are fully connected; to each other and to the original design.  

In this way, real time as-built information and task progress is automatically gathered and reported as 

the job is being executed. Truly a new era in site management and automation.

The colorful ropes on the front cover represent traditionally 

powerful, core tools for a variety of applications. Today, the 

‘ropes of our trade’ are powerful positioning solutions which 

also offer a wide variety of powerful tools ; discover in this  

edition how they are successfully being applied by a wide 

range of users!

Enjoy the read!

Your Productivity – Our Technology
Ewout Korpershoek

Chief Marketing Officer 
Topcon Positioning Systems
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TECHNOLOGYINSIDE

M
achine automation based on 

highly accurate positioning 

and smooth data transfer, 

has become a major tool to increase 

performance and profitability of in-

dividual machines on a construction 

jobsite. When connecting multiple 

machines via telemetry, and back to 

an office or site control center, we 

now have many new possibilities to 

automate and manage a complete 

workflow, instead of single machines 

only. 

A site management system connects 

all parts of a construction site togeth-

er – people, data, devices, machines 

with calculating, scheduling and 

controlling. It’s the one system that 

provides construction companies with 

a way to manage their projects and 

resources effectively. It provides com-

munication, planning, management 

and collaboration tools that shows 

real-time site status and improves 

estimation , execution and controlling. 

Sitelink3D
The Sitelink3D platform offers multi-

ple levels of connectivity on site and 

back to the office, and even allows the 

user to create tasks, and monitor the 

construction progress in real time.

At the heart of the system is the 

Sitelink3D cloud server that manages 

all connectivity on site via reliable and 

secure connections. New or updated 

job design files are easily shared, and 

remote support or troubleshooting of 

machines can be carried out from be-

hind the desk. A chat-function offers 

instant communication to or between 

operators, all connected machines 

can easily work from different refer-

ences in the same design, and view 
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Enterprise solution for complete 

site management
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each other’s progress as the work 

progresses. In cases where cloud ac-

cess is not available, local communi-

cation networks can be set up.

Via the new Sitelink3D Enterprise 

module, the possibility to create tasks 

and dispatch them to the machine/

operator is now available. For each 

machine, target timelines, quantities 

and areas can be defined and com-

bined in individual tasks. 

As the system tracks real time as-

built surfaces, a continuous and 

historical overview is available of pro-

gress made. The system constantly 

measures site progress through volu-

metric monitoring, and is able to pre-

sent this in reference to the individual 

tasks. Unique progress reports that 

present as-built versus schedule give 

the site manager dedicated coaching 

possibilities and improve the overall 

end-result. 

Siteview even allows you to view in 

real time all machines as they perform 

the work.

The task creation has the possibil-

ity to include haul truck earthmoving 

activities as well. By connecting your 

dumpers, continuous progress is kept 

of volumetric mass haul movements, 

and incorporated in the integrated 

work progress reports.

DynaRoad – mass haul
On larger jobs, the planning already 

kicks in at an earlier stage, either as 

a basis for a bid process or for over-

all planning and job work planning 

purposes. This is way before even 

communication, like Sitelink3D, is 

in place. For the planning DynaRoad 
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brings advanced project scheduling 

solution for owners, contractors and 

designers, to optimize scheduling and 

production control of large, compli-

cated earthmoving projects. 

DynaRoad takes every project in three 

parts; planning, scheduling and con-

trolling. The planning module opti-

mizes design based mass haul, takes 

various cost and distance parameters 

into account, as well as cut and fill 

balance. The planning is available 

per construction zone division and 

data can be imported and exported 

for further processing. The schedul-

ing module allows connection to the 

mass haul planning with resources, 

quantities and locations and creates 

powerful time-location maps, as well 

as Gantt views and resource graphs. 

The control module reports the pro-

gress while the job is being executed. 

It allows control actual versus budg-

eted production rates, mass hauls 

and remaining cut and fill. This is a 

true connection between work per-

formed and original plans, schedules 

and budgets.  

DynaRoad offers the most advanced 

in map based production planning, to 

manage cut and fill operations, and 

keep an overview of production and 

progress during construction.

Integrated Site management
Individually automated machines now 

offer the possibility of interconnectiv-

ity, with additional people and devices 

on site, allowing for real time as-built 

tracking. Based on this, progress, 

performance and productivity be-

comes available during construction, 

closing the loop to plans and budgets. 

Sitelink3D: It’s the link that combines 

the best out of all those into one prod-

uct that challenges the entire job site 

process or any part you choose of it.

Security Visibility Messaging Remote Support Remote Access TrackingFile Transfer
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Скорость и точность

C
ar experts and professionals are already looking for-

ward to a special experience in one of Germany‘s beau-

tiful natural areas, the Teutoburg Forest. If all goes 

to plan, the Bilster Berg Drive Resort will open for business 

here later this year and offer an ideal setting for presenta-

tions, driver training and test drives. The 4.2 km (2.6 miles) 

long circuit of this first German drive resort comprises  

a shorter western loop with clubhouse (and a building for 

seminars and conferences) plus a longer, faster eastern 

loop with pit lanes and pit halls (for sporting events). 

Drivers can complete preparatory training in driving safety 

on the skid pan. Away from the asphalt, an off-road area 

with a circular trail provides the opportunity to demonstrate 

and test out SUVs. Even automotive manufacturer design-
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       In the green heart of Germany a new test and presentation track will soon offer all fans and
professionals a lot of fun with their cars. The asphalt track and off-road area were built at 
           a brisk pace and with high precision.  

Speed and precision

Скорость и точность



ers and engineers get their money‘s worth at Bilster Berg. 

Here they have the opportunity to carry out research and 

development in peace away from prying eyes, test their 

mystery models and make technical improvements to pro-

totypes.

Precision earthworks for natural circuit 
The demanding circuit was laid out like a classic natural 

track. Its designers took advice from the legendary German 

rally driver Walter Röhrl and carefully designed the track to 

fit into the natural topography. Next, the contracted civil  

engineering company, Johann Bunte Bauunternehmung 

from Papenburg was required to implement the design data 

on the actual site.

A few numbers will illustrate the dimensions of this task: 

the whole project at Bilster Berg totals 34 million euros  

(USD 41.2 million) in investment volume. The earth mov-

ing alone amounted to around 500,000 cubic metres  

(17.7 million cubic feet) of soil. All those involved were 

therefore focused on the precise management of the 

work schedule and costs. “A contemporary technical 

standard for earthworks of such complexity requires  

earth-moving machines with GNSS control systems“,  

explains the site manager in charge, Stefan Krimpmann. 

TRACKRECORD 



“All our principal machines were equipped with them.”  

A grader with GNSS and LPS control for earthworks and 

fine grading, three hydraulic excavators with 3DXi dual 

GNSS systems and four caterpillar-tracked vehicles with 

the 3D-MC2 GNSS control system from Topcon – this 

equipment helped the company to fulfil its task with the 

required speed and precision.

Asphalt paving in three dimensions
The earth-moving works were already completed in the 

previous year – even earlier than originally planned. The 

10-12 m (33-39 ft) wide asphalt track was also in place, 

winding through the natural country park. Prior to this, 

however, the asphalt engineering experts from Johann 

Bunte Bauunternehmung had faced a challenge. They 

had to transform the complex spatial design data into an  

asphalt track which met the high demands of the Bilster 

Berg Drive Resort. 



Two conventional asphalt pavers were used to lay the hot-

mix asphalt. However, certain details were beyond the nor-

mal standards because the circuit includes a 70 m (230 ft) 

height difference in the terrain and a total of 200 m (656 ft)

in a complete lap. The paver had to be fed using wheel 

loaders instead of the normal dump truck on some particu-

larly steep sections. 

Something special was also chosen for positioning the ma-

chines – a combined LPS / GNSS system made by Topcon. 

The decision to use this was made jointly by Bunte and 

its Topcon distribution partner IBS GmbH. Lars Nowoitnick, 

advisory sales engineer at IBS, explains the details: “The 

3D-LPS local positioning system gives the paver its exact 

current height to a few millimetres. The extra GNSS module  

provides the spatial orientation of the paver in the site 

model.“ 

Sporty driving experience included
The asphalt track with its numerous long and tight bends, 

steep sections and gradients, summits and dips will pro-

vide a sporty driving experience for ambitious drivers and 

professional racing drivers alike. But even less experienced 

car enthusiasts can sit at the wheel and step on the gas 

without having to worry. While the modern circuit is not an 

official racetrack, it conforms to the safety requirements 

of the Deutscher Motor Sport Bund DMSB (German motor 

sport league). Wide verges and run-off areas, crash bar-

riers and tyre walls, cameras and, if requested, marshals, 

provide the necessary safety for every pleasure drive.

Joachim Zeitner
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The Tusciano River in Italy flows high from the peaks of the Monti Picentini 
in the Southern Apennines, down into the Tyrrhenian Sea on the 

Gulf of Salerno in Campania. 

O
n its journey, the river navigates many bridges 

and viaducts. Towards the end of this journey, the  

Tusciano flows beneath the recently completed 

Strada Provinciale 417 road bridge.

During its construction, the viaduct was the focus of a 

continuous static monitoring case study to determine 

the movement of the viaduct when various loads, such 

as heavy goods vehicles and construction traffic, were  

applied to it. In this particular case study, only vertical devi-

ation was of interest, so project leader Antonio Sica elected 

to use the high-precision Topcon DL-101C digital level to 

gather the required data.

Fixed Positions
“It made sense to conduct the task using high-precision 

vertical bar code measurements with the DL-101C”, said 

Sica. “We identified six measurement locations on either 

side of the viaduct and permanently fixed six Invar bar-

coded staffs at these points.”

To act as a benchmark, two further staffs were installed at 

a distance from the bridge, away from any potential move-

ment. “Using this system, we were able to quickly and effi-

ciently measure each of the staffs and determine the exact 

vertical deviations whilst the viaduct was under no, partial 

and full load.” In addition, measurements were taken as 

vehicles left the bridge, as well as when there was no traffic 

present at all.

Thanks to the use of the static automated system, the rapid 

measurement cycles led to great savings in time through-

out the process, with the results proving the flexibility under 

load of the bridge to be as expected. The data also provided 

valuable information about future highway traffic and its 

affect on the span.
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T
he control, surveying and maintenance of railways is 

invariably a difficult task due partly to nature of the 

environment itself; usually an anti-social, unhygienic 

and often hostile place to work.

Perfect Partnership
In the Czech Republic, the SŽDC – the Rail-

way Infrastructure Administration – is re-

sponsible for all such activities. To make ac-

tivities more efficient, the SŽDC has invested 

in a number of Geotel GG03 and GG04 Rail 

Surveying Trolleys, which are used in con-

junction with Topcon GPT-9001 and QS3A 

robotic total stations supplied and sup-

ported by Geodis Brno, at locations including  

Ostrava, Brno, Olomouc, Praha and Ceske 

Budejovice.

The total stations and rail trolleys are used 

together to record not only the geospatial  

position of the track, but also the track  

geometry or cant and gauge – the height difference and 

distance between running rails.

Milan Talacko, a supervisor with SŽDC, uses the system 

on a regular basis. “The trolleys are used for daily track 

In many parts of the world, from a passenger’s point of view, railways can be one of the 
quickest, easiest and cleanest ways to travel from place to place, whether that’s a daily 
commute, or if you are visiting family in distant places. However, the management of 

rail infrastructure needs a unique approach to be taken.  

Ž

Ž

Ž
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inspections. Our teams will indicate control points along 

the track and the surveyors will rapidly take very accurate 

measurements of its spatial position.”

Long Range Measurements
Using this technique, survey teams can reliably measure 

4.5 km (2.8 miles) of track every day. Any track data that 

indicates that it is not located correctly, or if there is an 

indication the internal geometry is out of tolerance, the 

deviation can then be quickly addressed by SŽDC main-

tenance teams. Talacko said, “The robotics’ auto-tracking 

and pointing features dramatically speed up the process; in 

three years of using this system, we have measured more 

than 2,000 km (1.25 miles) of track.”

So whenever you are enjoying a silky smooth ride on a 

train journey, spare a thought for the guys who are out on 

trackside continually checking the track and ensuring its 

maintenance is up to speed.

Ž
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Like much of his work, the latest project by urban land artist Jorge 
Rodriguez-Gerada is best seen from the air.  

TRACKRECORD 
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C
reated to raise awareness for the International 

Women‘s fund, the soil portrait measures 125 m by 

170 m (410 ft x 558 ft), is larger than a football field 

and incorporates no less than 8 km rope, 7 tons of straw, 

150 cubic meter of soil, 300 cubic meters of sand and 

more than 2000 wooden stakes. It took 80 volunteers less 

than five days to create the artwork.  

  Open your eyes
International organisation Mama Cash asked Rodriguez-

Gerada to create a large scale art piece in Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands, on International Human Rights Day – 

Dec. 10, 2012 – to bring attention to their latest campaign,  

“Open Your Eyes.” The campaign was intended to raise 

awareness about MesoAmerican women who defend  

human rights.

  Reverse surveying
As an artist, Rodriguez-Gerada is always seeking to elevate 

his viewers’ social consciousness through his work. His ap-

proach in projects is. for surveyors. somewhat controver-

sial. Surveyors normally measure the real world and scale 

it down to readable maps; with this projectow the readable 

map had to be projected in the real world. Here the artist’s 

imaginative skill of the final work comes in. However, the 

inexperienced volunteers setting the stakes out always had 

the project visible on their screens.

19
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Each contour of the face has been ‘redrawn’ in the field 

using wooden stakes and rope, guided by GNSS receiv-

ers and handheld controllers running professional survey 

software, using wooden stakes and rope. The equipment –  

HiPer SR, Tesla tablet and MAGNET Field software – was 

used for the first time by the volunteers. A one-hour intro-

ductory session gave them enough confidence to perform 

the tasks necessary for this project. 

  Magnetic protection
The project data was secured via cloud-based MAGNET.  

A single click could restore the data in case of a mistake, 

and via the same 

platform the progress 

could be followed re-

motely. Lik e a jigsaw 

puzzle with people 

working on it from 

different directions, it 

came together. 

  Fading contours
The portrait – the larg-

est ever on Dutch soil 

– shows a fragment of 

the face of an anony-

mous MesoAmerican woman human rights activist. The 

contours will slowly fade under the influence of wind and 

weather and finally disappear. In this way the project gives 

itself back to MotherNature. 

20
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        The project area hosts the 

    annual ‘Magnet-Festival’. 

              
  Coincidence?
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“I don’t see another way to do the job. 
I cannot imagine how you could establish all of these slopes without machine control.” – 

Jacek Skarzynski, director of operations, Adam’s European Contracting. 

TRACKRECORD 
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Making the Grade



L
andfill grading, and cross-slope grading in general,  

poses a unique challenge for automated grade  

control technology: holding grade by accounting for 

cross-slope dozer blade angle. Topcon’s 3D-MC2 auto-

mated grade control system, specially designed for both 

high speed operation and cross-slope efficiency on steep 

grades, recently kept Adam’s European working produc-

tively.

The objective of the $16 million (12,3 million euro) capping 

project is to evenly grade the entire site and then provide  

a cover that is as impermeable to the elements as possible 

to prevent runoff from migrating through the refuse, get-

ting contaminated and reaching the groundwater. Adam’s 

European had to contend with a haphazard dumping pat-

tern that made for a laborious process of moving about 

300,000 cubic yards (230,000 m3)of material in grading 

the landfill according to the final closure plan. For example, 

refuse such as broken concrete pavement, which is invari-

ably crushed into recycled aggregate today, was dumped 

 in various locations and had to be excavated 

for fill elsewhere on the site. 

In one spot, Don Horsfield 

pushed dirt uphill and with-

out stakes graded a large area us-

ing his Komatsu D61PX-15 equipped 

TRACKRECORD 



with 3D-MC2. On the other side of the site, Gary Spot-

swood graded a 3:1 slope with a Komatsu D65PX-17, also 

equipped with a 3D-MC2 system.

  Rapid Evolution
The 3D-MC2 system is an evolution of the machine-control 

concept that, simply, increases speed. The MC2 sensor 

combines a gyro, compass and inertial sensor to measure  

the X, Y and Z position as well as the roll, pitch, yaw 

and acceleration of the dozer. The technology gives the  

system the capability to provide blade position readings up 

to 100 times per second – or roughly five times as many 

as conventional systems. Additionally, testing indicates that 

the system yields about three times the grading smooth-

ness of other machine-control systems.

The twin-antenna 3D-MC2 system measures blade angling, 

i.e., turning of the blade from side to side providing more 

accurate grades when the blade is angled. It controls the 

elevation and tilt as if both ends of the blade are perpen-

dicular to the direction of travel. Another advantage of the 

twin-antenna 3D-MC2 sys-

tem is more instantaneous  

holding of grade when the 

machine switches from for-

ward to reverse operation,  

and vice versa, compared 

with single-antenna sys-

tems. This capability is 

particularly beneficial when 

dozers are working in tight 

spaces.

  Difficult Materials
Adam’s European was con-

tracted to cut some areas 

of the landfill and use the 

material as fill elsewhere in 

the process of reshaping the 

site to the specified grades. 

The process was much 

more painstaking than a 

garden-variety dirt grading 

project, though, for two reasons. First, trash compacts 

more but is less homogenous than most types of dirt. Sec-

ond, the landfill contains many tons of broken concrete; 

that material cannot be pushed with a dozer but must be 

picked out piece by piece with excavators and moved to fill 

areas with dump trucks.

24
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There was nothing that Adam’s European could do about 

the relatively slow process of moving material around the 

site, but its use of the 3D-MC2 system allowed the com-

pany to recoup significant efficiency in terms of staking 

– or, more to the point, the lack thereof.

By using two separate files for finished grade and trash, 

the contractor eliminated the need to drive stakes in the 

ground – and a significant number of them would have 

been necessary, given major variations every few feet in 

the existing grade.

Adam’s European saved on staking hardware as well 

as staking and grade checking labor on this project, 

thanks to the use of the 3D-MC2 system. “Then 

you’d have to have string lines and you’d have to 

bring a surveyor out every day,” Skarzynski said. “It 

would cost a lot more money,” said Jim Cleary, sales 

manager at Cleary Machinery. 

Don Talend
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T
he Fire and Rescue Service immediately set about 

preventing the fire from spreading and then had to 

determine the best course of action for extinguishing  

the fire. The Police set up road closures and set about 

evacuating hundreds of people from the surrounding 

houses, schools and business premises. Two maintenance 

staff, who had been working on 

the gas tank, were injured and 

received treatment locally.

It was decided to let the gas 

burn off in a controlled manner 

under the supervision of the Fire 

and Rescue Service. The blaze 

was finally extinguished early 

the following morning allowing 

people to return to their homes 

and businesses.

An initial examination of the structure revealed that it was 

so badly damaged that it would need to be decommis-

sioned and dismantled. Prior to this a full survey of the area 

should be undertaken to record the damage caused by the 

fire. The unstable nature of the gas tank prevented physical  

measurement, but the States of Jersey Police were able 

to use their Topcon GLS-1500 3D laser scanner to safely 

In Summer 2012 repairs were being undertaken on a gas storage tank situated in Saint Helier, 
States of Jersey, United Kingdom when a fire broke out on the structure.  

It rapidly grew in intensity and the emergency services, who were quickly on the scene, 
declared that this was a major incident. 

26

“A good quality fire 
investigation can 
help save lives.”

Mark Johnson, 
Jersey Fire & Rescue Service

Towering InfernoTowering Inferno
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carry out a detailed survey of the structure. They also  

captured data outlining the surrounding area with a view 

to later de-briefing and training of the emergency services.

Mark Johnson, lead Fire Investigator from States of  

Jersey Fire & Rescue Service said. “Fire investigation re-

mains the key to understanding fire. It enables us to learn 

how to prevent and respond to fires better, how to build 

safer buildings and understand why a fire occurred. A good 

quality fire investigation can help save lives and play a major  

role in protecting businesses from risk. The data capture 

Topcon provided greatly assisted in our investigation”.

The gas tank is now in the process of being dismantled 

but the detailed data collected by the laser scanner has 

provided a permanent record of every aspect of the dam-

aged tank and surrounding area. This will be used during 

the on-going enquiry to determine the cause of the fire and 

in training for future major incidents.



Who said GNSS was only for land based projects? Topcon’s solutions, 

along with remote machine support and the Sitelink system, make a perfect project partner 

for Håkan Larsson’s tireless team onboard the P10 dredging barge. 

Making the dredge... cutting edge
ÝÊÑÊÀÂÀÖÈÈ... 
 È ÈÍÍÎÂÀÖÈÈ



Monster Ahoy!
A growling, smoke-belching beast of some 140 tons, 

thrusting its trunk repeatedly through the ice floes, can be 

spotted from the quay near the Åsättra jetty on Ljusterö 

Island in Sweden. Nevertheless we decide to boldly tread 

the treacherous ice to approach the creature in the bay.

February in Sweden can mean extreme cold, and serious 

amounts of snow, but some years also a taste of the spring 

to come with dripping icicles and a milder climate. On this 

occasion, the ice is reported to be completely reliable for 

walking over, so we wander out to the brute – or the P10 

dredger, as she officially is called.

The P10 is the largest dredger in Sweden. The owner   

Håkan Larsson and his company HDC’s team of four men 

have been dredging the seabed for some 20 days. “We 

probably have another three weeks more to go before we’re 

done”, explains the supervisor Birger Gulle, a longtime  

co-worker of Håkan’s.

The assignment, from Stockholm archipelago tour operator 

Waxholmsbolaget, consists of dredging the seafloor down 

to a level that will be safe for the ferries to cross. 

Dredging is no drudgery
Excavating underwater is a very unpredictable business. 

Many things can go wrong; obstacles can appear literally 

out of the blue, and the work can take more or less time 

than expected. “We can never give a guaranteed time as 

to when the job is supposed to be finished”, says Birger. 
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“Instead we make sure to keep good track of the hours 

we have spent on the project, the details of the dredging 

and so on.’

Soon, this will be made even easier using Topcon’s Sitelink 

system, which Birger, Håkan and the others onboard  

the P10 are about to start using. Sitelink can monitor  

everything from fuel levels and temperature to hours of 

use, geometry files and historical machine positions.

For some time now, the team has been using Topcon’s  

remote machine control service, “This way, a Topcon tech-

nician can go online and ‘take over´ our system, said Gulle, 

“to do the necessary corrections whenever something has 

gone wrong. And that’s great for us, since it enables us to 

follow in real-time and learn how to solve the problem.”

Operating $7 million (5,3 million euro) worth of dredging 

barge means long working weeks, frequent trips to distant 

project sites and often stressful assignments – all so that 

the expensive machinery does not remain dormant for too 

long. Here, a remote assistance system can be crucial.

Claes Berger, marketing manager at TopPosition, a Swedish  

distributor of Topcon products and solutions, said, “You 

might have a problem on the worksite which causes the 
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work to come to a standstill. Then let’s say that the tech-

nician could be at the site in two hours – only to solve 

the issue in a few minutes. Such situations can be avoided 

thanks to the remote assistance solutions.”

Less shovels, but more accurate
A very important additional benefit of HDC’s installations 

is how the information collected can also be used for en-

vironmental reasons. Since the team often works near the 

coasts of Sweden, often environmentally sensitive areas, 

where the public environment agencies follow their work 

closely and occasionally request documentation. HDC can 

easily submit statistics on how much earth has been dug 

up, when and where, “In our area of work we try to limit 

the number of shovel movements, to reduce the turbidity 

levels”, said Birger Gulle. “This can be done through bet-

ter machinery and bigger shovels, but also by using this 

device, which tell us exactly where to dig, and how much.”

The device in question is Topcon’s GX-60 control box,  

located next to the chair of the operator in the dredger cab. 

Anyone who manoeuvres the dredging boom has full con-

trol in this room. And from the inside, the 140-ton monster 

doesn’t look quite so intimidating anymore!

Joakim Radstrom
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WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET

Tanaka Construction Industrial Company Limited (Towada, Aomori Prefecture) 
is undertaking a large highway improvement project on Kamikita Road, 

linking the Japanese cities of Hachinohe with Aomori. 
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T
he company, which acquired a Topcon IS (Imaging  

Station) two years ago, purchased an additional 

two units for the highway project. The job required 

moving a huge volume of earth (400,000 cubic meters / 

14,100,000 cubic feet), so they purchased the 

additional IS units to increase the efficiency  

and productivity of the one-person  

survey teams or as-built checks.

What you see is what you get
Masaru Ueno, responsible for the 

company planning department. 

Quickly mastered the IS for one-

man survey by producing images and 

“Kantokusan.V” – the Japanese field 

measurement software for construction on 

field controller. He said, “Now, we can’t carry out 

proper job execution without the IS! Especially in the area 

of progress checking of the cross sections. The IS makes 

the work so convenient that foremen of different work sites 



request the IS for their work sites.” Ueno also points out, 

“One of the big advantage of the IS is the sighting point is 

displayed in the field controller being utilized by the prism-

person. When it comes to the as-built check, the controller 

displays the center lines and cross section profile of design 

data overlaid on actual image of slope face. These make 

our work far easier, because we can use it intuitively.”

Using all senses
Hideki Kubota, manager of the construction department, 

highly praised the speed of side shots with the one-person 

survey method. “When we measure the points over 100 m 

(330 ft), there was often some difficulty in communication 

between surveyor at instrument and prism-person. On the 

other hand, in case of one-person survey, each of us can 

work at our own pace. Moreover, we feel comfortable since 

we can make sure whether the IS catches the centre of 

prism by the image on the display. Even if the IS loses the 

prism, it’s very simple to make the IS turn to the prism 

and track again. The prism-person only needs to touch the 

prism shown on the display.” Jun Shimizume, construction 

department, emphasized that he can use it according to 

his senses of sight and hearing. “I can also stake-out by 

myself, without a surveyor at the instrument. I can reach 

the stake-out points quickly by the images of the sighting 

points and the guiding sound of the field controller.”

The company’s employees are eager to use the IS. “We’re 

expecting to get new construction projects by using all of 

functions of IS, such as scanning or as a part of compac-

tion control system. To keep ahead of our competitors, 

we’d like to gain our ability to fully utilize the IS and its 

system for various execution works before ICT-aided  

construction become more popular.”
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T his is essentially the roadmap followed by Vieworx 

Geophoto, Inc., an Alberta Canada-based special-

ist in the collection, manipulation, compilation and 

presentation of geo-referenced data. Currently focused  

primarily on providing its services to western and west-

central Canada oil and gas customers, the company sees 

opportunities in a broad range of additional industries and 

markets. And, armed with technology ranging from Lady-

bug photo imaging cameras (both ground-based and aerial)  

to a pair of Topcon IP-S2 HD mobile mapping systems,  

there should be no doubt that Vieworx will make that vision 

a reality.

A better approach
A long-time construction veteran, Mike Head, founded the 

company in 2008. “For our first three years,” his son Troy 

said, “our service consisted of either driving a customer’s 

property with a vehicle equipped with the a specialized 

camera system, or flying a R-44 helicopter equipped with 

that same system. In either case, being able to present 
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Scanning the Horizon

One would be hard-pressed to develop a more cogent business model: familiarize yourself with 
a particular industry, form a company committed to serving that industry, take steps to ensure you have the 

latest technology available to help you offer a unique product or service, and provide a level of support 
so solid your contribution is both needed and valued. 

Сканирование горизонта



the customer with fully geo-referenced 3D photos of their 

property, was a major step forward for oil and gas com-

panies who were used to just getting conventional photos 

taken as a plane flew over their pipeline. At that time, in  

a sense, we weren’t really offering them anything new, just 

something a whole lot better.”

But then Topcon unveiled the IP-S2 HD, a new LiDAR  

mobile mapping system. “The IP-S2 could bring a meas-

uring capability to our existing camera image. We quickly 

saw that with the IP-S2, we’d be able to drive a job site 

and capture high density LiDAR data along with fully geo-

referenced 3D images. This was an exciting combination 

that would allow us to offer our customer something both 

new and improved.” 

Mobile and Measurable
Vieworx’ IP-S2 is comprised of a single scanner with 64 in-

dividual LiDAR sensors which generate a high-resolution 

3D point cloud of everything Head encounters as he drives 
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his routes. The unit, which can generate up to 1.3 million 

points per second, is designed to scan the road surface as 

well as adjacent structures, landscape features, roadside 

hazards, etc., to a distance of 100 meters (300 ft) to either 

side of the vehicle.

The IP-S2 box itself – also mounted as part of the external 

instrument package – has multiple sensors that maximize 

positioning by determining the 

vehicle’s position and attitude on 

a real-time basis, while a dual-

frequency GNSS receiver tracks 

both GPS and GLONASS signals, 

ensuring extreme accuracy. 

Mounted into the bed of a pickup 

truck, Vieworx’ IP-S2 is making 

believers out of sceptics. 

While driving a pre-determined 

route, problems – a broken culvert, 

a washed out area, a pile of debris  

left onsite, anything out of the  

ordinary – are marked to be later analysed and viewed in 

360° mode. 

Intuitive Solution
“Back in the office, armed with this set of data, everyone 

from a labourer to the company president can view the 

bigger picture and make better-informed decisions,” Head 
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said. “And later on, that data can prove beneficial for use in 

as-builts, for new construction planning, and more.”

“The increased density and range of the IP-S2 HD also 

gives us more detail on smaller objects which expands our 

application possibilities for the system.”

“We have enjoyed a good deal of success with area oil 

and gas companies,” he said. “But we also see an unbe-

lievable amount of potential 

in areas such as utility line 

work: measuring heights of 

infringing trees; monitoring 

the drooping of lines; con-

ducting inventories of power 

poles; and so on where the 

high density and long range 

scanning capability of the  

IP-S2 HD will really come into 

play. We can also see a place for GIS-type work with fed-

eral agencies, cities and municipalities – there are so many 

possibilities this technology can offer.”

Larry Trojak
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Без кольев, без струны –  
   от начала до конца

Arkansas highway project shows potential for complete grade control automation and 
outfitting some machines that are new to it.  

T
he construction of a short stretch of a state highway 

in northeast Arkansas reveals the potential of using  

stakeless, stringless construction techniques to 

complete an entire highway cross-section, from subgrade 

to base to paved surface. Almost as importantly, the  

project utilizes automated grade control technologies on 

some machines that are relatively new to them.

In the latter part of 2012, Weaver-Bailey Contractors, El 

Paso, Ark., began constructing a four-lane, six-mile stretch 

of highway in the state. The contractor trimmed an average 

of four inches of topsoil from the subgrade, constructed a 

six-inch layer of stone base and a one-inch-thick asphalt 

bond-breaker installed to prevent overlay cracking, and 

covered the bond-breaker with a 10-inch (25 cm) layer of 

concrete pavement.

Stakeless, stringless – top to bottom
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The turnkey project, which will see the highway open when 

all of the bridges and other work are completed, is expected  

to be finished in late 2013 or early 2014. Trench Safety & 

Supply, Inc., North Little Rock, Ark., and representatives 

from Topcon equipped a Gomaco 9500 dirt trimmer with  

a Millimeter GPS+ automated grade control system to fine-

grade the subgrade.

Wall of light
In addition to a GNSS base and rover, the 3D system uses 

a PZL-1 Lazer Zone transmitter and either a PZS-MC  

machine-control sensor or a PZS-1 rover sensor integrated  

with the contractor’s GNSS receiver. The transmitter 

sends out a wall of laser light 33 feet (10 m) tall and up to 

2,000 feet (600 m) in diameter. The contractor can link up 

to four transmitters and the PZL-1 transmitter can operate 

multiple machines. 

 

The automated grade control system also was used on a 

Vögele Super 2100-2 paver, which was used to install the 

30-foot-wide (10 m) paving material. Existing survey data 

from trimming work were available for use by the paver, 

Vögele

Vögele

Vögele
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which otherwise paves asphalt. These unique machines 

are designed to pave in great width for significant highway 

work productivity using a wide auger system on the front of 

the machine and a vibrating screed. Another boon to pro-

ductivity is the machine’s high-compacting screed option, 

which Weaver-Bailey is using on this project. 

This was the first such machine to be equipped with a 

Topcon automated grade control system in the United 

States; automated grade control has been used previously 

on Vögele Super Series pavers in Europe. The automated  

grade control system used on the machine controlled 

steering as well as the elevation of the CSCSB surface; the 

tolerance was plus- or minus-1/4 inch (6 mm).

The Vögele paver was equipped with the manufacturer’s 

Navitronic Plus, a built-in 3D open interface/open port 

system that is compatible with commercially available  

automated grade control systems. The Millimeter GPS+ 

system sent commands to move the machine left, right, 

up or down. The operator views the model on an in-cab 

Topcon GX-60 controller. 

Incredible Accuracy
The company’s project superintendent, Jamie McAnelly, 

said, “We have actually used a rod and level to verify some 

of our grades and we were within two- to three-hundredths, 

with many places having dead-on perfect grade.” 

To McAnelly, time is money when it comes to minimizing 

paving time. “It’s not just materials,” he said. “The string-

line, you don’t think that’s very expensive, but that’s a con-

sumable that you no longer have to purchase. We’d be put-

ting the pins in every 30 feet for six and a half miles (10 m 

every 10.5 km) – that’s a lot of pins and lot of expense.”

He estimates that the use of stakeless, stringless technolo-

gies reduces labour hours by at least 40 percent on this 

project. “It’s a case of technology allowing professionals 

to focus their efforts on managing outcomes rather than 

manual labour routines.”

Don Talend
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Римская мозаика

T
he channel has been constructed to connect the 

Lake of Paola with the Mediterranean, a good 

100 km (65 miles) south of Rome, Italy. The channel 

featured lots of traffic in Roman time, but has been unused 

in the last few decades.

This structure, now subject to major degradation, is the 

focus of a collaborative research project by the Sapienza 

“University of Rome,“ the National Park of Circeo, the  

Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici del Lazio and the 

European University of Rome.

Aerial survey
In order to achieve the goals for the protection and conser-

vation of the archaeological area, the consortium carried 

out a survey to investigate the current status. The initiated 

campaign used photogrammetric survey techniques and 

Topcon‘s software ImageMaster. The aerial survey allowed 

for better understanding of the area, to identify and iso-

late stagnation processes and to build a data-set for future 

design solutions for the preservation of the area’s ancient 

structures.

TRACKRECORD 

 The Porto Canale di Paola is an ancient Roman channel, 
          a fossa in Latin, made with port facilities and for commercial purposes. 
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Before the ultra-light survey plane started taking pho-

togrammetric images of the area, over 150 points were 

marked out on the ground. Each point was marked with 

plastic dishes of 30 cm (1 foot) in diameter and measured 

in using total stations and GNSS. On each aerial image 

several of these so-called ‘Von Gruber’ points are visible. 

This makes it possible to connect, oriantate and scale each 

image with each other during processing. 

The flights were scheduled during spring, as trees have 

minimal leaves, and the shadows of the sun are relative 

small. This combination gives maximum visibility of area of 

interest from the air. 

The final result gives an overview of the areas that need 

attention. The channel reconstruction is now in its final 

stage. Once finished a close range scan will be carried out 

to gather details to create an entire 3D model and combine 

these with the aerial photos for a full digital preservation 

of the channel.

Porto Canale di Paola



T
he Flussbüro (River‘s Office) Erfurt has been  

responsible for the processing of the water cadastre 

for the city of Erfurt in Germany since 2012. This is 

an engineering company which has a major focus on water 

management. They are currently conducting projects on 

rivers such as the Gera and Werra in the Thüringen region.

Flussbüro’s CEO Stephan Gunkel is also a member of the 

Thüringen Water Advisory Council and manages implemen-

tation of processes within the Thüringen Ministry for Agri-

culture, Forestry, Environment 

and Conservation (TMLFUN). 

His clients include the City of 

Erfurt, the State of Thüringen, 

as well as many other environ-

mental and nature conserva-

tion organisations.

The Erfurt Water Register 

records all water courses, 

along with their current flow, 

tributaries and discharges. To 

determine the exact location of 

these features, the Flussbüro team uses Topcon’s GRS-1 

GNSS receiver. The team use the GRS-1 because it is light-

weight and flexible on site, this is especially important as 

many locations are difficult to get to and measure.

The team use GNSS correction signals from the Thüringia 

Land Surveying Office to enable them to measure to the 

required level of precision, and the final results are merged 

into an Oracle-based GIS database maintained by the City 

of Erfurt. The administration data is combined with geo-

graphical data and then used for subsequent GIS analysis.

Occasionly, the field team has to go that little bit further! 

Some villages in the region are not connected to the main 

sewers, so the employees sometimes have to wade through 

water sections containing digesting sludge! In such cir-

cumstances, using a waterproof device such as the GRS-1 

that is able to measure accurately and quickly is essential!

The water inspection results are used to improve the local 

water infrastructure and quality; this is after all the aim of 

the European Water Framework Directive. The Flussbüro 

have pioneered a reliable and productive workflow to 

manage the collection of GIS data from the region’s water 

courses.

Going with 
the Flow

TRACKRECORD 
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Внедрение новых 
  технологий
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Pushing the envelope



McKinnon Earthmoving works predominantly in the Bendigo region of 
Australia, down as far as Macedon / Gisborne / Woodend to the 

north-west of Melbourne, carrying out a full range of subdivisional works, 
both residential and industrial. 

B
endigo-based civil contractor Ash Beriman, of  

McKinnon Earthmoving, is profitably pushing the en-

velope in his adoption of new technology to increase 

his productivity and efficiency – and has recently fitted a 

high-tech Topcon machine control system to a skidsteer 

loader.

Beriman, who purchased McKinnon Earthmoving – a com-

pany with a 35-year history in the Bendigo region north-

west of Melbourne – about four years ago, has enthusias-

tically adopted new technology to drive more efficiencies, 

and higher profitability, in his earthmoving business.

Topcon machine control-fitted equipment in his fleet  

includes a CAT 279C skidsteer, three CAT excavators, 

a CAT compactor and a recently delivered Komatsu 

D51EX-52, also fitted with 3D-MC2, along with a base  

station and rover on every job site.

So what was behind Beriman’s decision to fit Topcon’s 

3D-MC2 on a piece of equipment that’s worth about the 

same as the machine control system? The skidsteer is 

fitted with a Twin-antenna 3D-MC2 system, working off 

the machine’s 4:1 bucket, with the ability to work in two 

modes, either “bucket open” (as a dozing / grading blade) 

or “bucket closed” (as a conventional loader). 

“We are using this set-up for all our foot-

paths, curb and channel preparations 

on our subdivision projects,” he 

said. Where in the past we 

have had a number of 
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people preparing the curb bed and the footpath bed, with 

this skidsteer alone, we can put in the curb and channel, 

and the footpath bedding. The operator simply goes over 

and grabs material out of the pile, runs it out and cuts it all 

down to level. Once it finishes the footpath boxing, it then 

goes back and does all the topsoiling and cleanup. After all 

they have put the footpath in, so it is pretty well non-stop 

getting around all the jobs.

“The system is more than paying for itself,” said Beriman. 

“Something I‘ve really tried to home in on is to cut out the 

amount of manual labour that is incorporated into civil con-

struction and this has certainly let me do that. Traditionally, 

with a footpath, you would go along and box it all out, then 

you would have somebody tipping in all the rock, and you 

would have guys raking it out in between the boxing.” 

“It is all very slow and very labour-intensive; now with ma-

chine control on the skidsteer, the tolerances are that good 

that we have got it down to a 3 mm (0.1 inch) tolerance 

pretty much every time we work now. “It’s just like a grader 

but on a much much smaller scale,” said Beriman. “But 

it still runs off the same design files and GNSS signals.” 

When he first approached Topcon distributor in Australia, 

Position Partners, about the concept, its technical people 

were somewhat sceptical about its chances of success. 

“Certainly they had concerns with 

what we were going to be able 

to do with it and whether it was 

even going to be achievable –  

and they pointed out that it was 

going to cost me probably up to 

$ 40,000 (€ 34,000 / 42,000 

USD) even if it didn’t work. 

“To start with, it was a bit of 

a nightmare and there are 

still a few issues that we are 

still working through. But, for the most part, for 

90% of the time, it is extremely accurate and it is work-

ing out really, really well,” Beriman said. “And we are now 

nearly at the point where it‘s becoming one of our most 

used machines. 

“We bought it in November last year and we have already 

put 700 hours on it, so the life of the ‘skiddie’ is coming up 

a lot quicker than we would like.

Mark Cherrington
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

T
hey see new buildings springing up all around them 

wherever they go. They might have heard about 

sustainability and know some key environmental  

issues, but do not understand how these relate to the 

buildings they inhabit.

In addition, young people may not have any real idea of 

how buildings are designed and developed, let alone the 

professionals construct them. The majority associate the 

construction with simply ‘building’. With the exception  

of perhaps an architect, they are usually totally unaware 

of the diverse range of professions.

ClassOfYourOwn has identified this lack of awareness 

and created a program to improve the image and 

motivate young students to participate in construc-

tion.

Design. Engineer. Construct!, is a project based 

program, and challenges young learners to cre-

ate a sustainable building. Students will meet 

key professionals and work with professional 

equipment to explore their ideas and use 

industry standard construction design 

software and to bring their visions alive. 

The construction industry is desper-

ately in need of a new generation 

of creative thinkers that are able  

to take on the complex challenges 

that lie ahead of them. Education 

is the key. Topcon and Autodesk 

partner with ClassOfYourOwn 

to bring the visions as close as 

possible to reality.

Разрабатывать. Проектировать. 
Строить!

       All around us, the world is developing and changing in many different ways. 
                 Young people spend all day in buildings, be it in school, at home, or their local 
   shopping centre. 

classofyourown ®

www.classofyourown.com
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T
op-Off doesn’t only focus on profiling with standard 

trimmers, but also has pioneered new methods for 

fine, crown and dust-free profiling, where 3D Mil-

limeter GPS™ profiling is the most innovative technology. 

  3D techniques
3D profiling is a new method that only is being used by Top-

Off  in Belgium. It starts with the basics of a digital design. 

The road is surveyed and turned into a 3D terrain model. 

This is loaded into the profiler’s 3D system that uses GNSS 

coordinates to profile the design to millimetre accuracy.  

To achieve that preciseness, the machine uses additional 

information from lasers that are positioned en route.

  Time saver
3D Millimeter GPS profiling brings several advantages 

and Top-Off is firm proponent of the technology. “First, 

there is the accuracy that give us the chance to work even 

more precisely and we are able to easier fulfil the needs of 

our customers.” said John Vastmans, a Top-Off machine  

operator. “You can check the elevation at any given point 

on the road and correct it on the spot. Secondly, traditional 
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Profiling specialist Top-Off is enthusiastic about their profiling techniques. 
The Belgian company has grown since its foundation, a couple of years ago, 

into one of the most innovative profiling companies in the country. 
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string lines are no longer needed as the 3D model compiles 

all information. And on top of that, you can continue directly 

after earlier profiled areas. In addition to  quality delivery, 

we save lots of time; 3D profiling has a great future, as it 

makes things so much easier.”

  Bridge connection
The technology was recently used during a renovation  

project of the outer ring road of Brussels close to Groot- 

Bijgaarden. The existing bridge and ramps required 

smoothing out. “In front and behind the bridge there were 

dips of 12 cm. Due to time constraints, our 3D profiler was 

the ideal system for the job.”

Vastmans said, “The bridge now connects again perfectly 

on both ends to the road. “Of course, it is all pretty new, 

but this way of working is the way to go. 3D profiling allows 

us to do our projects faster and more accurately than ever 

before!“



T
he oceans have always provided a challenge to navi-

gators. As the human race has developed we have 

come to rely on them more and more, for transport, 

infrastructure and the resources beneath the sea bed. This 

means that for many businesses finding their way from 

point A to point B is no longer enough. 30 years ago to find 

your position at sea you needed a huge amount of infra-

structure and expense, and even then it didn‘t work when 

you got out into the wide oceans. Modern global navigation 

satellite systems like GPS and GLONASS offer accuracy 

to within a couple of metres, but some applications need 

more than that – this is where Veripos come in. 

Founded in 1989 in the UK Veripos, originally provided 

high-frequency radio navigation for marine construction  

clients in the North Sea, subsequently providing similar 

services in Brazil and the Mediterranean. In 2004 they 

made the decision to expand and become a worldwide 

service. To do this they would need to set up a station of 

worldwide reference stations to monitor and feedback the 

international GNSS networks. At the heart of this network 

are Topcon‘s Legacy E+ GGD receivers.

  Choosing Topcon
“We originally chose the Topcon Legacy E+ GGD because 

we needed a system that could work with both the GPS 

and GNSS satellites,“ explains Veripos‘ executive vice 

president, Richard Turner. “Using the two constellations 

meant that we could offer higher levels of reliability and re-

dundancy to our clients. The Legacy E+ GGD receivers are 

also extremely robust and reliable which helps us provide 

an uninterrupted service, something which is crucial for our 

Veripos is one of the world’s leading marine positioning specialists; they talk to us about why 
they chose to use Topcon GNSS receivers at the heart of their global network. 

Positioning over troubled waters
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customers. Even though it was the only product offering 

the service at the time, we still felt it provided good value 

for money and continues to do so today.“

Today Veripos have a network of eighty reference stations 

spanning the globe. Through the network they observe the 

GNSS constellations and work to observe clock, orbit and 

other errors. These observations are then used to calculate 

a set of corrections that are then broadcast via satellites to 

marine users across the globe. When these corrections are 

received by their clients the accuracy jumps from several 

metres down to better than 10 cm. For their seismic survey 

clients, this means more accurate data from their surveys, 

for their drilling and marine clients it means less work for 

the thrusters keeping their vessels on location at sea.

  Service makes all the difference
While it was the technology and pricing that lead Veripos 

to choose Topcon, Richard Turner says it is the service that 

has kept them together. “They have people who under-

stand very well the specific needs of a marine business 

like ours – for example we need a very open interface with 

the receivers to be able to work with the data. When we 

have problems they work closely with us to over-

come them, they work with us a partner and it‘s 

a very good relationship for us.“

  Matt Wrag
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B
ut anyone who was out and about in the german 

forests around Bad Berka and Erfurt in the first 

few days of August would often bump into crowds 

of young people moving through the woods, engaged in 

discussion and with small, yellow devices in their hands.

These were students from the fourth semester at the Fach-

hochschule Erfurt, Faculty for Landscape Architecture, 

Horticulture and Forestry. As part of a compulsory module, 

the students from the Forestry and Ecosystem Manage-

ment department had committed themselves to learning 

how to use GIS and mobile GIS in a two-week practical 

project. Their independent project work dealt with various 

topics, in which the focus was on the preparation, han-

dling and export of GIS data, and on dealing with mobile 

devices using the two global navigation systems GPS and 

GLONASS. Topcon GRS-1 handheld receivers were used 

for this.

As in previous years, this project was set up with close co-

operation between the Thuringian Fachhochschule Erfurt, 

the Service and Competence Centre (SuK) of Thüringen-

forst -AöR- in Gotha and the company Topcon. 

Summer, sun, sand, semester holidays. Time to recover from the summer semester gone by and the strain 
of the recent exams. Or so you would think.  
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ü

The aim of the GIS practical assignment was to demon-

strate the various possibilities for use of satellite-supported 

data recording. The students handled the topics “Recrea-

tional trails and facilities”, “Development” and “Hunting 

facilities” in the Buchfart, Reisberg and Tiefborn territories 

in the Thuringian Forestry Office, Bad Berka as well as the 

“Trail for the blind and disabled” in the Erfurt territory in 

Thuringian Forestry Office, Erfurt-Willrode.

Taking the topic “Recreational trails and facilities” as an ex-

ample, the focal task was the recording of all objects which 

could be connected to the forest function “recreation”, 

as well as all man-made safetycompliant facilities. These 

were recorded separately according to type (e.g. recrea-

tional trails, benches, information boards, shelters). Fur-

thermore, the students collected data about the condition 

of these objects, compiled a task list for the rectification of 

any determined damage and calculated the costs due for 

this. The results of the work were an appealingly designed 

map for visitors to the forest territory, the evaluation of the 

collected data and brief project documentation including 

a presentation. The practical usability of the data by the  

local administrators was also of great significance. Detailed 

arrangements were made with the responsible territory 

leader in order to achieve this.

After two weeks of extensive hiking, getting accustomed 

to state-of-the-art technology and quite a few hours at the 

computer, the students completed the topic of GIS and 

its practical use in forestry. The results were satisfactory 

through and through and will also be used by local admin-

istrators in the future.

Nadine Stiebitz

Teacher for special projects, Fachhochschule Erfurt
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Âûðàâíèâàíèå òðàíøåé
Trench Alignment

        Roads, rails, bridges, tunnels 
           and pipework … all need very precise setting 
      out, quite often in a straight line, and with very tightly controlled 
   gradients. The latter is especially important with drainage and sewer 
  pipework to unsure that the contents flow smoothly along a pre-determined course. 

 …
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A 
company called Trojacki has worked very closely 

with Poland’s Topcon Sokkia distributor TPI Zoo, to 

come up with an innovative solution to help in the 

laying out of new sewage pipe-runs. “After much discus-

sion, we came up with the idea to mount a TP-L4G pipe 

laser on top of a tripod,” Said Zdzislaw Trojacki, co-owner 

of the trenchingcompany. “This means that the system 

is easier to use as it can be set up at a normal working 

height, meaning that engineers can work comfortably with-

out bending down to use the device. It also means that we 

don’t have to work in water-filled pipes or trenches that can 

obstruct the line of sight.”

Green Lines
Because of the nature of the laser’s green beam, sighting 

can be carried out up to 150 m (490 ft) away, thanks to the 

beam being 4 x more visible than a standard red beam. 

Trojacki said, “The laser 

target is mounted on top 

of a pole and is used to 

accurately align the pipe 

run, and, of course, to set 

the grade as well.”

Excavation work is con-

trolled using a Topcon  

RL-100 1S laser level and 

an excavator arm-mount-

ed LSB-100 sensor to en-

sure that sub-centimetre 

accuracies are achieved. 

This level of precision 

eliminates time-consum-

ing excavation and often, 

quite tedious manual earth-moving and also eliminates the 

need to engage additional personal on site.

Trojacki also points out the benefits of using the wireless 

display. “in the case of excavations in the formwork or in  

areas with difficult visibility the wireless cabin display 

is used which transmit signals from the laser sensor.  

Although this sensor is almost twice the price of the  

leveller, it‘s worth the investment because it paid for itself 

very quickly indeed.”
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R
unning from the River Humber, just north of Hull, 

down to the south coast near Brighton, it cuts a 

320 km (200 miles) line through East England, pass-

ing through London in Greenwich. (Interesting note: The  

actual line is 200 m (656 ft) away from where it‘s marked).

So when the London Mapping Festival approached Topcon, 

asking for ways to show what modern mapping could do 

to show the true Prime Meridian, Topcon’s mobile map-

ping IP-S2 solution seemed like the obvious choice. Project 

Manager Mat Kellet said, “It‘s such an important feature for 

mapping and now, with our IP-S2 system, we felt we could 

                                                The Prime Meridian is one of Britain‘s most unique 
                                   geographical features. As the zero line for longitude, mapping around the 
                       world is based on this line. 
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Mapping the Meridian



cover it in a way that hasn‘t been possible before. With a 

single operator we could record and process the data for 

the whole line in just two days.“

Mounting the IP-S2 system on a Ford Mondeo, Kellet set 

off from Tunstall on his journey south. It wasn‘t quite as 

simple as taking a single road, but with a combination of 

B-roads and A-roads he tried to keep as close to the line as 

possible. Talking about the journey, he said, “Much of the 

time this meant moving at slow speeds because of the road 

conditions, although when they opened out, I managed to 

travel at 65 km/h (40 mph). Although the system works at 

up to 100 km/h (62 mph), for the amount of detail I wanted 

in the data, the slow speed made more sense.“ In all, it 

only took him seven hours driving to complete the journey.

Number Crunching
Back at base, once the data had been downloaded and 

the system prepared, he left it to run; seven hours on the 

road needed seven hours to process. The scale of the map-

ping was huge, over those 320 km (200 miles) he recorded 

nearly a trillion separate points through the LiDAR point-

cloud system, and the 12 MP camera took 80,000 in-

dividual photos. Yet the vast amounts of data were very 

manageable, as Kellet said: “To process the data we used 

a standard computer; you don‘t need special equipment to 

do it, just some time. It produced 600 GB of information, 

of that 240 GB were photos, 30 GB GNSS information and 

those trillion points were just 120 GB. 

“That‘s one of the things we‘re very proud of with the  

IP-S2 system,” he said. “With only one man, one car and 

one computer we can easily map such a huge area in such 

detail. This just wouldn‘t have been possible in the past.“

You can see all the data on the Mapping the Meridian 

website (www.mappingthemeridian.com). It was also sent 

out to eighty-five schools along the Meridian as part of the 

festival. They were set challenges based around the infor-

mation collected and would have to re-create the height 

of objects along the way in their playgrounds. Representa-

tives of local surveying companies would verify the results, 

and the schools whose students got closest to the correct 

heights would go into a competition to win Topcon survey-

ing equipment for school use. Winners will be announced 

at a prize ceremony in the first half of 2013.

Matt Wrag
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W
hen the Gardner family made its initial foray 

into farming nearly a century ago, an advance 

in technology meant using a steel plough rather 

than a wooden one. 

“I can’t imagine what my grandfather or great-grandfather 

would say if they saw how much technology was at work in 

our everyday operation,” Clay Gardner said. “We have real-

ized that technology drives improvements in this business.”

In the last 20-plus years, the face of medium to large scale 

farming operations has undergone a dramatic change.  

From the use of satellite imagery to enhance irrigation  

efforts, to truly robotic dairy cow milking systems, change 

has become the rule. And as operating budgets tighten, 

farmers continue to look for ways to increase efficiencies, 

reduce expenses and strengthen the bottom line.  

Help from above
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Superior efficiency
For DMG Farms, equipping each of its two John Deere 

tractors with a Topcon precision ag system was a bold step 

toward accomplishing all that and more. Today, the Angier, 

North Carolina-based company reports far better efficien-

cies in its crop planting and fertilizing, has opened up that 

planting process to workers who might not have otherwise 

had the opportunity, and believe they will be a much better, 

more versatile operation because of it.

Based on what they were seeing was available in the  

market, Gardner said they had already become interested 

in a GPS-based approach to crop planting, cultivation and 

maintenance. After demo-ing another system, “we tried 

the Topcon System 350. We immediately liked it better. 

The accuracy was much higher and that’s what we were 

after.”

Clay Gardner and his father David farm 400 acres (160 Ha) 

of their own land and 1,400 acres (560 Ha) of land that 

they lease from area residents. In addition to a number of 

different types of sod, the company plants sweet potatoes, 

tobacco and soybeans, all of which is traditionally done  

using row markers on the ends of the planter to delineate 

and maintain equal spacing between rows. 
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Satellite Guidance
“Now, we just establish an ‘A’ and ‘B’ point and the sys-

tem connects them and drives the machine, resulting in the 

straightest line imaginable,” said Gardner. “One of the big-

gest things for us is the ability to have different employees 

running rows for us. With this system, it’s easy to train peo-

ple to use it. They don’t really have to understand how to 

run a row – the system does that for them. If they happen 

to lean one way or take their eye off the row for a second, 

there is no harm done. And having more people to run rows 

frees me up to tend to other areas of the business; that’s a 

benefit I can definitely use.”

“Costs associated with running a farming operation like 

ours are going up,” says Gardner. “Fertilizer, seed, insecti-

cide, herbicide, they are all getting more expensive, so we 

need to make the most efficient use of them. The Topcon 

system, by maintaining straight, evenly-spaced rows, elimi-

nates waste at every phase of the farming operation.” And, 

with the System 350, “any contour issues, the risk of ac-

cidentally removing plants, the over or under-application… 

has been eliminated.”

Additional Benefits
The system to which DMG committed, while providing an 

auto-steering function, offers a host of additional benefits 

that Gardner said he has already tapped. These include a 

comprehensive control for application and rate, including 

an auto-coverage feature to eliminate the risk of overlap-

ping or gaps in coverage; an enhanced data management 

capability to record data from multiple fields and tasks for 

different farms, then create detailed reports and multi-year 

analyses. 

With the System 350 “We have the option of seeing the op-

eration in a number of different views; we can easily moni-

tor all the critical elements of the operation such as rates 

and field coverage; and it is all icon-driven so the learning 

curve is minimal. Perhaps the best feature is also the most 

basic: the display’s resolution is so clear and sharp that it is 

easy to read – even in the brightest sunlight.”

He saved the best benefit for last: “When I get down from 

this machine at the end of the day, the level of fatigue and 

stress is so much less than it was before. You can’t put  

a price tag on that.”

Larry Trojak
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